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What does marketing have to do with healthcare? 

Customer noun

\ ˈkə-stə-mər \

A person, group, or organization whose problems and 

goals you want to understand well enough to help them

• Caregivers

• Administrators

• Managers

• HR professionals

• Organizations

• …

Everyone has customers…

• Employees

• Coworkers

• Patients

• Consumers

• Caregivers

• …

Everyone is a customer…



• Identify practical concepts and techniques for understanding customers

• Apply knowledge of customer goals to develop the right solutions to meet those goals and to 

know when better solutions are needed

• Answer any questions you might have

Objectives for today



A L AN G U A G E  to describe the information you’re looking for 

A M E T H O D  for discovering, organizing, and interpreting that information

A M I N D S E T  that maximizes your chances of doing so

The 3 things you need to understand customers



Introducing the “Job to be Done” language

job to be done noun: the problem or goal someone is trying to solve or achieve

Satiate my hunger Feel healthy Be seen as healthy

People “hire” products and services to get functional, emotional, and social jobs done

A good, insightful job statement…

Is relatively stable over 

time, even as solutions or 

technologies change

Starts with a verb
Is framed from the 

customer’s perspective
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Quick Exercise: Why hire a cup of coffee? 

• Give me an excuse for an 

informal chat

• Avoid feeling awkward during a 

break

• Feel alert and energized

• Get free WIFI

• Have a morning ritual

• Take a break

• Treat myself to a luxury

• Get work done on the go

• …
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Three types of Jobs

1111

FUNCTIONAL

Practical goals to achieve or 

problems to solve (e.g. work, get 

free WIFI, get an energy boost)

EMOTIONAL

Emotional states you want to 

experience or avoid (e.g. take a 

break, reward myself, have a 

daily ritual)

SOCIAL

How you want to engage with or 

be perceived by others (e.g., 

connect with friends, meet new 

people)



Quick Exercise: Why hire a car? 

E M O T I O N A L

► Feel like a responsible parent

► Feel successful

► Treat myself

S O C I A L

► Show other I’m environmentally 

conscious

► Carpool

F U N C T I O N A L

► Commute to work, 

► Take kids to school

► Bring groceries home
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Quick Exercise: Why hire an employer? 

E M O T I O N A L

► Feel pride in my work

► Feel secure about my future

► Feel like a responsible adult

S O C I A L

► Feel like I’m part of a community

► Make a positive impact on the world

► Elevate my social status

F U N C T I O N A L

► Pay my bills

► Support my family

► Build my skills/grow

► Strengthen my resume

13



What changes?

► Who you compete against…

► How you compete…

► How you innovate…

► How big opportunities are…

► What trends you should worry about…

Looking through the jobs lens
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Looking through the jobs lens – Coffee example
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“Have an informal chat” “Get work done on the go”“Get a cup of coffee”

Product-centric lens Jobs-centric lens

► Starbucks

► McDonald’s

► Nespresso

► Dinner

► Bar

► Party

COMPETITION

► Hotel room

► Shared workspace 

► Local office

► High-quality home systems

► People drinking less coffee

► Changes in how people 
connect

► New social media 
platforms

TRENDS TO 

WORRY ABOUT

► Shift to remote work

► New video-conferencing 
technology

► Make better cup of coffee

► Product features

► Solve for the job

► Complete experiences

HOW YOU 

COMPETE

► Solve for the job

► Complete experiences

► Tastes good ► Ability to chat uninterrupted

► Balance of privacy and 
interesting environment

WHAT GOOD 

LOOKS LIKE
► Ability to focus

► Access to power/wifi



Jobs alone are not enough: rounding out our language 

Innovation Opportunities occur at the 

intersection of Jobs and Circumstances

A Circumstance is the relevant context of someone’s 

life within which they have those jobs to be done

To fully understand them, you also need to 

understand:

• The Current Solutions “hired” (if any) to get 

those jobs done (in that circumstance!)

• The Help Wanted Signs that indicate, 

whatever solutions are available, there 

are opportunities to create and provide 

better ones

• How customers define Quality
Job

Circumstance

A Job is the problem or 

goal someone is trying 

to solve or achieve

Current 

Solutions

Quality

Help Wanted 

Signs



Defining a Circumstance
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A Circumstance is the relevant context of someone’s life

A circumstance is relevant if it influences how someone 

chooses to satisfy their Job to be Done

W h y  h i r e  a n  S U V  t o  s a t i s f y  t h e  J T B D o f  

g e t t i n g  f r o m  p o i n t  A  t o  p o i n t  B ?

DEMOGRAPHIC
Age, life stage, family status, socio-

economic status, gender, race/ethnicity
e.g., growing family, high-income

SITUATIONAL
Location, time, activity, company

e.g., carrying passengers, lots of 

luggage, live in rough terrain

IDENTITY
Personal values, attitudes, beliefs, 

affiliations

e.g., values travel and adventure, 

believes in buying American-made

AGENCY
The primary focus of the conversation

e.g., acting on behalf of my 

children’s safety
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Quick Exercise: Why hire a bicycle?

A Circumstance is the relevant context of someone’s life

A circumstance is relevant if it influences how someone 

chooses to satisfy their Job to Be Done

Why hire a bicycle to satisfy the JTBD of getting 

from point A to point B?

DEMOGRAPHIC
Age, life stage, family status, socio-

economic status, gender, ethnicity 

e.g., young and healthy, budget 

conscious

SITUATIONAL
Location, time, activity, company 

(alone vs. with friends)
e.g., lots of traffic, traveling alone

IDENTITY
Personal values, attitudes, beliefs, 

affiliations

e.g., values being active and 

environmentally conscious

AGENCY
The primary focus of the conversation

(the interviewee vs. their child)

e.g., acting on my own behalf
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Circumstances influence current solutions hired to solve jobs

I’m in a rush I have time

Feel energized 

Stay focused

CONSUMER

Wear noise cancelling 

headphones Go to the library

Drink coffee Go to the gym

CIRCUMSTANCES

J
O

B
S
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Defining Quality

Alternative solutions

• Take caffeinated energy drink

• Take electrolyte supplement 

• Take an energy gel

• Eat nuts

• Eat a banana

• Do deep breathing

• ….

Alternative solutions

• Go outside on lunch break

• Go for a run or swim

• Take a nap

• Eat a nutritious meal

• Talk to an old friend

• Do a long meditation

• …

Customers choose 

solutions based on 

how they 

define “Quality”

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
(e.g., brand value, cost)

When exploring solutions, 

customers consider:

TRADEOFFS 
(e.g., when ‘good-enough’ is ok)

ESSENTIAL FEATURES 
(e.g., what are the must haves)
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A customer’s definition of quality leads to vastly different solutions

Example job: Treat ear infection 

Not good 

enough

Good 

enough

Excellent

Overshot

Treatment 

Effectiveness

Level of Provider 

Expertise

…compete with 

current offerings

…know when 

enough is enough

Time in CareTime to 

Appointment

Cost of 

Treatment 

…understand where to delight…

MGH (Hospital)

MinuteClinic

Performance Criteria

vs.

Essential Feature Tradeoffs
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Help Wanted Signs indicate better solutions are needed

NO EXISTING SOLUTION

“There is literally no gym in my neighbourhood”

NO EXISTING SOLUTION 
to important, unsatisfied jobs

Types of 

Help Wanted Signs

BARRIERS 
make it hard for consumers to 
access existing solutions

WRONG TRADEOFFS 
cause solution to fall short of 
consumers’ definition of quality

BARRIERS

“I can’t just leave for the gym while leaving my kids unattended”

WRONG TRADEOFFS

“The solution is not helping me to be holistically fit”

Is it accessible?

Is it high quality by 

consumer standards?

Does a solution exist?

YES

NO

NO

YES

NO

Illustrative customer statements



Recap: The JTBD Language

Innovation Opportunities occur at the 

intersection of Jobs and Circumstances

A Circumstance is the relevant context of someone’s 

life within which they have those jobs to be done

To fully understand them, you also need to 

understand:

• The Current Solutions “hired” (if any) to get 

those jobs done (in that circumstance!)

• The Help Wanted Signs that indicate, 

whatever solutions are available, there 

are opportunities to create and provide 

better ones

• How customers define Quality
Job

Circumstance

A Job is the problem or 

goal someone is trying 

to solve or achieve

Current 

Solutions

Quality

Help Wanted 

Signs



The Universal Method: 4 questions + a thought process

What circumstance is the customer in?

What jobs is the customer trying to get done?

What is the customer hiring today to get 

those jobs done, and why? 

What are the help wanted signs? 

1

4

2

3



WHAT YOU’RE SAYING
Illustrative Interview Prompts

Understanding customers is about having authentic conversations that elicit the 
insights defined by our new “jobs to be done” language

WHAT YOU’RE THINKING
Overarching Questions

What CIRCUMSTANCE is 

the customer in?

What JOBS are the 

customer trying to get 

done?

What do today’s solutions 

tell us about the customer’s 

DEFINITIONS OF QUALITY?

What are the HELP 

WANTED SIGNS?

26

Understand their 

daily routines

Know their 

preferences

Assess their 

priorities

Discover their 

frustrations

Learn their 

aspirations

Understand 

their behavior

Example: 

What other ways might 

you accomplish this 

same goal? Why might 

you choose one solution 

over another?

Example:

Where are you in your career 

journey and what are some 

of your goals? 

Examples: 

What conditions make it 

hard for you to feel 

satisfied? What stops you 

in moments when you 

decidee not to do this?

Example: 

It seems like you tend to do this 

when you have a lot of time, why 

do you think that is?

Example: 

Tell me a little bit 

about you, where you 

live, what your life is 

like these days

Example: 

It seems like there was a lot 

on your mind when you made 

this decision – how did you 

decide to move ahead?



Useful Mindsets for understanding customers

H A V E  A  

B E G I N N E R ’ S  

M I N D

Though you will have 

hypotheses remain 

open to what you 

might discover; 

absorb in a 

nonjudgmental, 

sponge-like fashion

B E  I N T E R E S T E D

People love to talk 

about themselves but 

only if the they think 

the person they’re 

talking to care; 

nurture your genuine 

curiosity

J U S T  D O  I T !

Don’t get caught up 

in having the perfect 

plan; jump in, begin 

talking to people, and 

evolve your plan as 

you go

B E  A U T H E N T I C

Sharing your own 

experiences can help 

to establish rapport 

and empathy



A L AN G U A G E  to describe the information you’re looking for 

A M E T H O D  for discovering, organizing, and interpreting that information

A M I N D S E T  that maximizes your chances of doing so

Recap: The 3 things you need to understand customers
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davidscduncan



Next Steps
Tomorrow you will receive a post-note for the session including:

◦ A link to the session recording

◦ A pdf copy of the presentation

◦ A survey link to complete the session evaluation and claim your CE Credit

◦ Registration links and additional information on our last webinars!


